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This new second edition of Bradt’s award-winning Northern Belgium: Flanders
with Brussels, Bruges, Ghent and Antwerp remains the only standalone guide to
this enticing region, home to more Michelin-starred restaurants per head than
France and the largest number of comic-strip cartoonists in the world.

KEY SALES POINTS
• The only standalone guide to the area
• Visitor numbers have increased significantly due to WWI celebrations,
continuing through 2018
• Award-winning writing: the first edition won the Best Guidebook at the
British Guild of Travel Writer Members’ Awards
• Includes in-depth coverage of Brussels and more maps of the area than any
other guide
• Covers every inch of the region, from the sandy stretch of North Sea coast,
through medieval cloth-spinning cities like Bruges and Ghent, to quaint villages.
• Thoroughly revised and updated
• Many new features for this edition, including eyewitness accounts of life
under German occupation, specialist contribution on beer and breweries, travel
pass information, festivals, and Brussels’ walking tours.
• Expert author: Emma Thomson has lived in the country for nearly a decade
and writes about Belgium for many international newspapers and magazines
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Publication date
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Price
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Format
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October 2019
9781784770884
£15.99
392pp
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16pp colour photos & 40 maps

Previous ed ISBN:

9781841623771

"Emma Thomson's excellent new
book celebrates this splendid
corner of the Continent."
Simon Calder - Senior Travel
Editor The Independent
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